Build an
Influential
Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At Dent, we’ve
worked across the
UK, USA, Australia
and Singapore
to enhance
personality brands
in companies,
ranging from small
startups right
through to some of
the biggest brands
in the world.

We’ve had experience working with over 1500 company leaders
and entrepreneurs across more than 50 industries.
In this report, we examine the idea that larger companies are
naturally faceless organisations to the outside world. We challenge
the idea that it is safer to stand behind a strong brand identity
rather than developing prominent individuals who can lead
industries as a ‘face to the brand’.
After the rise of fast-growth entrepreneurial organisations, many
established companies are considering how best to develop ‘Key
People of Influence’ who can embody the company identity.
We want to help you to decide whether the benefits of prominent
individuals outweigh the risks and whether there are strategies for
safely developing personality brands within a corporate culture.
Using our experience as the world’s leading personal brand
accelerator and training company, we have identified several case
studies from various industries that showcase the use of Key
People of Influence.
We have also identified the perceived risks of developing Key People
of Influence and provided insights on how to balance these risks.
For those companies that want to develop these hyper-resourceful
leaders, we have developed a framework of five core skills.
Prominent individuals utilise these five skills to achieve greater
influence and recognition in their field:

1 PITCHING – the ability to communicate value and
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3 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT – the ability to enhance
the product and service ecosystem of an organisation.
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4 PROFILE – the ability to become known, liked and
trusted in an industry.

5 PARTNERSHIP - the ability to structure and maintain
strategic relationships that benefit everyone involved.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Companies that cultivate these skills in their people will see Key
People of Influence emerge at every level of their organisation. Very
quickly, many people across an industry become aware of who
these Key People of Influence are an opportunities start to flow
towards them.
Consequently, companies that allow people to develop into a ‘face
of the brand’ are likely to thrive for years to come as their people
are better able to attract opportunities and maintain the highest
standards.
This report aims to highlight a big opportunity for growing a
company, attracting new business and enhancing a team culture by developing Key People of Influence.

Daniel Priestley,
Founder of Dent
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ABOUT KEY PEOPLE
OF INFLUENCE
WHY YOUR COMPANY CAN NO LONGER
AFFORD TO BE FACELESS
In every industry
there are Key
People of Influence.
Their names come
up in conversation,
they attract
opportunities,
they bring projects
together quickly
and they resolve
problems fast.

These Key People of Influence are able to pitch ideas successfully
and build the reputation of their companies. They are thought
leaders and innovators, whose presence enhances an entire
organisation. They attract other top performers, they cultivate a
higher standard, and they are able to cut through a noisy market.
These people have been the driving force behind some of world’s
most successful businesses. Anita Roddick built the Body Shop
through her influence, Richard Branson grew Virgin this way, Steve
Jobs resurrected Apple and more recently Elon Musk is powering
the growth of Tesla.
It’s not only the founders and entrepreneurs who can accomplish
this result. Iconic leaders like Sheryl Sandberg at Facebook, Satya
Nadella at Microsoft and Jack Welsh at GE have all built their
companies through their personal brands. It doesn’t end there.
At every level of an organisation, a company can benefit from Key
People of Influence. An engineer who speaks at a local conference
is able to evangelise their company brand, recruit new talent
and even generate new business. A manager out networking
for partnerships is bringing opportunities to their whole team. An
accountant who sensibly comments on a blog is able to be a great
advocate for their company.

CERTAIN COMPANIES HAVE UNCONSCIOUSLY
ADOPTED A CULTURE OF ‘FACELESSNESS’
Too often
employees hide
behind their
company, hoping
that the brand itself
will win trust and
do the business.

This approach is outdated and is holding many companies
back from greater success. A faceless company is no longer a
high-performance business. It’s nearly impossible for a faceless
company to compete with a rival who has admired personalities
standing side by side with their company brand.
Many high-performing people are looking for ways to stand out
and build their reputation. For a high-performer, the new CV is the
results that come up when their name is searched on Google.
If they are confined within a culture of facelessness they will
ultimately go elsewhere.
High achievers around the world want to align with great
companies, great products and big vision, but they connect with
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ABOUT KEY PEOPLE
OF INFLUENCE
these attributes through the people who are at the forefront.
Organisations that cultivate Key People of Influence also attract top
talent from a wider pool.
Additionally, consumers are demanding to know the people behind
the products they buy. More than ever, customers want to know
who’s leading a company, who’s developing key ideas, and who’s
making things happen day to day. When consumers can’t find
the Key People of Influence, they trust the brand less and are
much more critical of mistakes when they occur. Giant faceless
companies are not generally liked or trusted to the same degree as
their personality-lead counterparts
Many companies are rightly considering whether it’s safer to
continue as a faceless corporate brand or to develop Key People
of Influence who can embody the company identity.
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THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION HAS
CHANGED EVERYTHING
Digital technology
has impacted the
business landscape
at a scale last seen
during the industrial
revolution.

Google answers almost every question that comes to mind. Social
media connects you with like-minded individuals around the world.
E-commerce allows you to sell products to a global marketplace.
Information is freely available, people are instantly connected and
markets are globally accessible.
Consumers experience brands on multiple platforms. They watch
videos on their phones, read blogs, follow people on Twitter and
subscribe to emails. People experience the world through their
smartphones and computers as much as the ‘real world’. They
make buying decisions based on what they see and hear on social
media. In the realms of social media, the trend is clear - people
trust faces a lot more than they trust logos.
These changes have already transformed the business landscape
and the rate of change is speeding up.
Large companies must move with the times and adopt a new
style of business that’s more personable and performance
driven. Companies must provide their most resourceful people
opportunities to flourish, and to help them stand out the way
successful entrepreneurs do. The benefits of being a highperformer at a company must exceed the benefits of leaving the
company to grow a business or join a fast-growth entrepreneurial
team.
This isn’t a one-sided deal though. Helping performers to grow
and develop into Key People of Influence is of huge benefit to an
organisation.
A company that cultivates Key People of Influence attracts more
business, retains more talent and maintains higher performance as
a result. Key People of Influence can help create a buzz within an
organisation globally.
Many people believe that Key People of Influence aren’t able to
thrive in corporate environments, but this depends on the culture of
the organisation. While it’s true that many influential people choose
to start businesses or work in smaller and more entrepreneurial
environments, it’s also true that new examples are emerging where
corporations allow their people to develop into a ‘face of the brand’
and are thriving as a result.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING
KEY PEOPLE OF INFLUENCE
CULTIVATING KEY PEOPLE OF INFLUENCE
Progressive
companies
are cultivating
Key People of
Influence in their
ranks. Rather
than sending
people to attend
conferences, they
send people to
speak at them.

Rather than subscribing to expert reports, these companies get
their people to author them. Rather than putting out press releases
for the brand, they issue press releases about individuals. Rather
than logos, they look to promote faces.
The net result is a culture of high-performance. The entire company
celebrates its heroes and understands their opportunities for
personal growth and development. The company makes it ok to be
visible, valuable and connected. High-performing people don’t need
to leave in order to have an identity; they stay to see it flourish.
For those companies that want to develop hyper-resourceful
leaders, we have developed a framework of five core strengths to
develop. Prominent individuals utilise these five skills to achieve
greater influence and recognition in their field:

1

PITCH - The ability to communicate value and
uniqueness through the spoken word.

Powerful pitching is the ability to clearly communicate your
message in a way that influences and enrolls supporters into your
projects. Key People of Influence can answer the question ‘What
do you do?’ with power and clarity.
Pitching is a vitally important skill. If your organisation has
something of great value to offer but no one can understand it, it’s
not going any further.
Throughout history, every great business, movement or cause
began with a powerful pitch. Armed with little more than their
words, many change-makers, leaders and entrepreneurs have
launched businesses, recruited teams, gained funding and even
changed the world.
Conversely, many people who have had great ideas and personal
resources couldn’t get things done when their pitch was lousy.
In the 1970’s, the engineers at Xerox couldn’t communicate the
value of their inventions to the leaders of the company and valuable
innovations were given over to Steve Jobs or Apple incredibly
cheaply. If the engineers had better pitching skills, Xerox could
have benefited more from the PC revolution.
When your people have a great pitch they don’t just attract great
opportunities and have a powerful influence on people, they also
have more fun and experience deeper rewards.
7
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A FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING
KEY PEOPLE OF INFLUENCE

2

PUBLISH – The ability to gain credibility through
authoring content.

Published content creates credibility and authority. Published
books, articles, white-papers and reports tell the world that the
content creator is an authority in their field. It’s no coincidence that
the word ‘authority’ has the word ‘author’ in it.
These days your people can easily publish articles, reports, books
and blogs on any number of appropriate platforms. If your people
publish, their ideas get seen and they spread faster. In a study of
40 leaders we have worked with who wrote books, 100% claimed
they gained significantly more credibility in their field as a result.
The process of writing will also make your people smarter. The
writing process sharpens communication skills, develops a
thought-leadership stance and clarifies thinking around themes
and trends on a topic.
In a global market place powered by digital platforms, published
content is the key to attracting highly valuable opportunities from
far and wide. Each piece of content is working alongside Google’s
search algorithms to find an engaged audience for what your
company can offer.
Your people require permission, encouragement and skills training
to author content that represents your brand correctly. Armed with
publishing skills your people can add considerable value to your
company.

3

PRODUCT – Your ability to scale through product
knowledge and innovation.

Companies live and die by the quality of their products and
services ecosystem. The mix of products and services ranging
from free information through to high value solutions is the lifeblood
of any company. In changing times the product and service
ecosystem must develop and improve quickly or risk being seen as
outdated.
It’s the Key People of Influence in your organisation who shape and
develop the product ecosystem and keep it current. It’s also the
Key People of Influence who help differentiate the offering.
Consumer brands have often leveraged brand ambassadors
for their products. Michael Jordan for Nike, George Clooney
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A FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING
KEY PEOPLE OF INFLUENCE
for Nespresso and Rihanna for Vitacocco are all examples
of successful product ambassadors who have differentiated
commodities into brands.
In the same way, Key People of Influence within a company help
transform the products and services from bland to remarkable.
Key People of Influence share insights that lead to better products;
sometimes subtle shifts make a huge difference.
Product knowledge is crucial and product ecosystem knowledge
takes it to a higher level. Your people need the skills and training to
translate their insights into innovations.

4

PROFILE – Your ability to become known, liked
and trusted in your industry.

Every important meeting your leaders have will be preceded by a
Google search. Your brand and the reputation of your people is
highly linked to what Google displays on its first page of results.
If a Google search reveals an absence of reaffirming information
your leaders risk being devalued or overlooked. Conversely, a page
of impressive links will result in additional trust and opportunity.
When people do a search for your company name or the names of
your people, quality information must come up on the first results
clearly demonstrating the influence in the industry. There is no
longer an excuse for being invisible or confusing online.
Creating an online presence results from strategic use of social
media, traditional media, awards and appearances. Being seen to
be a Key Person of Influence is a large part of being influential.
Many organisations have previously had a culture of being faceless
and many high achievers are not attuned to sharing their accolades
and achievements openly. With training and encouragement this
can shift and your people can be trusted to put their best foot
forward in an appropriate way.
With a well-crafted profile you’ll find that perfect inbound
opportunities start to show up regularly for your leaders and they’ll
get more success with the opportunities they go after. In a noisy
world, the ability to get cut-through in the market is a valuable
asset.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING
KEY PEOPLE OF INFLUENCE

5

PARTNERSHIP – The ability to structure and maintain
strategic relationships that benefit everyone involved.

A strategic partnership or an alliance will give you a competitive
advantage and an opportunity to access a broader range of
resources and expertise.
The essence of partnership generates a multiplier effect. Other
company brands, products and distribution channels can offer
strategic advantages for your organisations. Spotting these
opportunities requires a new lens that few people in organisations
are trained for.
Executing a strategic partnership opportunity requires a Key
Person of Influence who can bring the deal together and ensure a
positive outcome for all parties.
Large organisations also benefit from a culture of partnership
internally. Often divisions operate in silos and opportunities
fall through the cracks. Clients aren’t shared, resources are
squandered and results suffer.
Through training and development people learn to spot
partnerships and alliances that maximise the potential of every
relationship.
Whether it’s internally or externally to the organisation, the spirit of
collaboration is speeding up business outcomes.

Companies that nurture these skills in their people will
see Key People of Influence emerge at every level of their
organisation. Very quickly, many people across an industry
become aware of who these Key People of Influence are and
opportunities start to flow to them.
Consequently, companies that allow people to develop into
a ‘face of the brand’ are likely to thrive for years to come,
as their people are better able to attract opportunities and
maintain highest standards.
As with everything in business, there are risks. However,
having worked with thousands of company leaders and
entrepreneurs across more than 50 industries in the last five
years, we are able to provide insights on how to balance
these.
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RISKS AND INSIGHTS
For any business, employee retention is
What happens if we invest company
a significant challenge, one that can cost
resources into developing someone
larger employers millions. While there is
to become a Key Person of Influence,
always a risk that employees will leave the
but then they leave the company?
company they work for, recent studies
have shown that employees are most likely
to leave when they feel undervalued and
unappreciated. In fact, the primary reason for people wanting to leave their employer is
lack of impact or meaning in their work.
The main thing that people want from their career is ‘a clear sense of purpose’. Cultivating
your star employees as Key People of Influence, means they will be more likely to want to
stay, because they feel appreciated and valued.

As an employer you will already have an understanding of who
your star employees are. The leaders who are already powerfully
representing your company brand values are the best choice to
cultivate as Key People of Influence.
Anyone with strong core skills in their profession, valuable insights,
case-studies, and an attitude that uplifts others is the right choice.
Especially look for people who can create a cascading effect into
their departments.

How do we
choose the
right employee
to become a
Key Person of
Influence?

Large organisations can conduct internal interviews and an application process can be
applied for deciding upon a core group who can represent the company more publicly.
These people can then be trained up in the necessary skills and guidelines.

How can we
be sure that
cultivating
Key People of
Influence will
have a positive
impact on our
company?

Larger organisations should start small by selecting 5-10
representatives of the brand and encourage them to play a more
visible role in the industry. This could include authoring reports,
speaking at conferences and commenting in the media. Focus
on the five strengths of a Key Person of Influence and measure
activity. After a trial period and evaluation, a wider Accelerator of
leadership development can follow.
Key People of Influence within a company have a positive flow-on
effect. They will attract like-minded individuals, who want to work
with and be surrounded by, those who inspire and motivate them.

Studies have also shown that top graduates are shunning traditional finance and
consultancy jobs in favour of smaller organisations. Only 13% of Oxford graduates and
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RISKS AND INSIGHTS
16% of Cambridge graduates go on to traditional roles following their studies.1 Highperforming Millennials prefer to work in organisations where they admire the personal
qualities of the leaders.
This is in part because trust in large faceless corporations is low. Fewer than 1 in 5 people
trust large business leaders to tell the truth when confronted with a difficult issue. Trust
improves when the leaders are visible and have a public persona.
By actively shifting away from being known as a faceless corporation, and instead
highlighting your company as one with a culture that is proud to have individuals who
shine, your company will continue to attract top talent and win consumer trust.

What happens if a Key
Person of Influence
does something to damage
the brand of our company?

Faceless companies struggle to handle delicate
situations in the media or online because they do not
have spokespeople who are immediately known or
trusted.

Cultivating a diverse range of Key People of Influence,
at all levels of an organisation, mitigates the risk of
one individual excessively damaging the reputation
of a company. If an organisation experiences any reputational issue a range of trusted
individuals who have a profile are best placed to rectify the issue.
The more track record and influence a leader has, the better placed they are to deal with
any difficult situation a company may face in the public eye.

Faceless companies are at a serious disadvantage to their competitors who have
encouraged Key People of Influence. This report aims to showcase companies that
are achieving success though their Key People of Influence, highlighting the way
they are excelling in these five core strengths.
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Case ESTABLISHING A CEO
Studies AS A KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE

SATYA NADELLA
CEO OF MICROSOFT
Satya Nadella is Chief Executive Officer of Microsoft. Before being
named CEO in February 2014, Nadella held leadership roles in
both enterprise and consumer businesses across the company.2
Joining Microsoft in 1992, Nadella rapidly became known within the
company as a leader who could span a breadth of technologies
and businesses, transforming some of Microsoft’s largest product
offerings.3 He is a perfect example of a Key Person of Influence.

MASTERING
HIS PITCH

Nadella has mastered the ability to pitch his mission, which
as the 3rd CEO of Microsoft, is arguably different to that of his
predecessors. Attempting to make Microsoft more innovative, and
rediscover their unique core, is Nadella’s goal for the company –
and he is doing so with relentless drive:
“We must all understand and embrace what only Microsoft can
contribute to the world and how we can once again change
the world. I consider the job before us to be bolder and more
ambitious than anything we have ever done.”

You get what you pitch for, and without an amazing pitch, people
will always struggle to see the value. Structuring Nadella’s pitch
around clarity, boldness and thoughtful integrity enables Microsoft
to move towards people not just need Windows, but to choosing
and loving Windows.

GENUINE
AND WARM
PUBLICATIONS

Nadella writes clearly, with an active voice, and demonstrates
forgivable human flaws – thereby connecting himself to the
reader. Notably, his first email to the Microsoft team is publically
accessible, and provides an insight into the company’s and
Nadella’s core values, vision and mission.
Nadella also utilises LinkedIn to post blogs with over 30,000
views per article. Sharing in this way establishes a sense of trust
and highlights authenticity, emphasising you as a Key Person of
Influence within your industry.
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Case ESTABLISHING A CEO
Studies AS A KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE
TOTAL
DEDICATION TO
IMPROVING THE
PRODUCT

Nadella says he joined Microsoft 22 years ago because he saw
how clearly Microsoft empowers people to do magical things and
ultimately make the world a better place.4
He believes Microsoft has three big ambitions in the product
sphere: reinvention of productivity and business processes;
building the intelligent cloud; and more personal computing.5
He intimately understands the problem Microsoft is trying to solve,
and gets hand on with his team. Diving deep into the problems
your company is trying to solve, and ensuring these products and
services are solving these problems in a remarkable way is crucial
to success.
“IT can be a student writing a term paper or a big enterprise
driving their own differentiation of productivity. Both of them
are the things that we as an ecosystem care about. And that’s
what grounds me on what choices we make, what markets we
participate in, how we do it.”
Satya Nadella

Nadella is pioneering and openly sharing new products and those
still in development. In the time he has been CEO, Microsoft has
launched Windows 10, the Surface and Surface Pro resulting in
accolades, publicity and extensive recognition. Office 365 was also
launched, giving users access to Microsoft Office tools and Cloud
solutions from virtually anywhere. The Hololens, not to be released
until early 2016 will be the first fully untethered, holographic
computer, enabling high-definition holograms to integrate into users
worlds.

BUILDING AN
INFLUENTIAL
PROFILE

Nadella recognises the power of media and engagement. He
knows that an influential profile is integral to success within his
industry. Nadella has over 600k followers on Twitter, tweeting
frequently to ensure those who follow him, and re-tweet him,
are kept up to date.
Nadella also regularly presents keynotes that have had over
1 million views on YouTube, and has been interviewed by a range
of journalists, from those at the New York Times to Vanity Fair.
His excitement and enthusiasm is contagious, and with his wellestablished profile he is a Key Person of Influence.
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Case ESTABLISHING A CEO
Studies AS A KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE
PARTNERSHIP –
FOSTERING A
SPIRIT OF
COLLABORATION

The value of partnership and collaboration for Nadella and
Microsoft is hugely evident. Nadella celebrates new partnerships
such as with Red Hat to deliver more flexibility and choice for
customers;6 Dell and Microsoft making the hybrid cloud more
accessible to organisations of all sizes;7 and Microsoft partnering
with ABB to make charging electric vehicles easier and smarter –
just to name a few.
“Productive people and organisations are the primary drivers of
individual fulfilment and economic growth and we need to do
everything to make the experiences and platforms that enable this
ubiquitous.”
Satya Nadella

Nadella and Microsoft have also extended the Windows Developer
network, by running annual conferences which provide a space
for innovation, inspiration and collaboration and brings partners
together around a shared vision. Windows Central, features news,
reviews, help and tips for Microsoft partners, which includes
Google, Dell, AT&T and hundreds of other companies and
developers. There is even a specific Microsoft Partner Network
site, which is a one stop shop for partner related news. Strong
partnerships are how Microsoft and Nadella thrive, and utilising this
skill is imperative to success.
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Case ESTABLISHING A BOARD MEMBER
Studies AS A KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE

SHERYL SANDBERG
OF FACEBOOK
Facebook is another great example. Its CEO, Mark Zuckerberg,
is a cultural icon who regularly blogs and makes videos about
the company’s plans. Its COO, Sheryl Sandberg, is a best-selling
author and international speaker who is known for her unique
philosophy called ‘lean in’.
The former Google Executive joined Facebook in 2008 and
became the first woman on its board in 2012. Sandberg helped
the social network scale on a global level, go public and expand its
digital revenue.8

COMBINING
PASSION WITH
PITCH

Not only does Sandberg know how to pitch Facebook as a COO,
but she knows how to cleverly combine it with her passion for
closing the gender gap within the workforce. Fitting this with
Facebook she explains,
“It’s all complimentary. Facebook’s mission is to allow people to
express themselves and connect to the individuals and causes
they care about. I care tremendously about Facebook being the
very best place it can be. And since I’ve become more public
on women’s issues, we’ve had a great track record of getting
amazing women to apply and to stay.” 9

Sandberg’s passions, in conjunction with her clear pitch, highlight
not only her positive attributes, but the positive attributes found
within Facebook as a company.

KNOWING HER
AUDIENCE
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Sandberg is the published author of two books, focusing on
business leadership and development, and writing about the
issues with the lack of women in government and business
leadership positions. She has presented a TED talk, which has had
over 5.5 million views. By publishing content in this way, she has
formalised credibility within her industry, and multiple others. This
is particularly evident with her being in Time’s 100 Most Influential

Case ESTABLISHING A BOARD MEMBER
Studies AS A KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE
People in the World in 2012, and being ranked one of the 50 Most
Powerful Women in Business by Forbes Magazine.

SANDBERG
KNOWS HER
PRODUCT

Before joining Facebook, the company was primarily interested
in building a ‘really cool site’10 and assumed profits would follow.
However, Sandberg knew she had to figure out how to make
Facebook a business. She organised regular meetings, asked
questions, and welcomed debate, particularly on issues of revenue
and advertising.11 Within three years, Facebook grew from a 130
employees to 2500, and from 70 million worldwide users to nearly
700 million.12 Currently, a billion people now use Facebook every
day.
Sandberg heads up teams of Product Managers at Facebook
many of whom are ex-entrepreneurs and company leaders with
strong personalities. Her ability to coordinate these people to drive
valuable additions to the overall product is staggering. Thanks to
her approach the company has built an unrivalled set of products
and has been able to acquire and integrate businesses like
Instagram, WhatsApp and Occulus. She’s been able to free up
Mark Zuckerberg to work on innovations such as internet.org.
“She could be the CEO of any company that she wanted to… but
the fact that she really wants to get her hands dirty and work… is
the amazing thing about her.”
Mark Zuckerberg

AN AUTHENTIC
PROFILE

When Sandberg arrived at Facebook, she admits some insiders
had a ‘sense of trepidation’ about her.13 They thought perhaps she
was too corporate, and she was stepping into a company, and
a Silicon Valley culture, dominated by men.14 Yet, Sandberg has
made her mark on Facebook and much of this is thanks to her
established profile.
Sandberg has built a profile based on open authenticity even
sharing her experience of tragically losing her husband. This is
inline with the core values of Facebook – to make the world more
open and connected.
“I believe in bringing your whole self to work. We are who we are.”
Sheryl Sandberg
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Case ESTABLISHING A BOARD MEMBER
Studies AS A KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE
Employees and new additions at Facebook know who Sandberg
is, and it takes just a quick Google search to find endless online
articles, links to her social media pages, and access to other
aspects of her profile. This gives her a commanding presence in a
male dominated industry full of strong and difficult personalities.
Sandberg unsurprisingly utilises Facebook and is followed by
over 1.7 million people. She also tweets, is interviewed regularly,
and is incredibly vocal as an advocate for her particular passions.
Sandberg’s profile makes her a Key Person of Influence on a
global scale.

PARTNERING
TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

Sandberg and Facebook understand the importance of partnering
with other companies to better their business, and to tackle the
issues they see as significant.
Facebook has partnered with measurement companies, to
develop a system for advertisers to improve their measurement of
advertising campaigns’ effectiveness at driving offline sales. This
assists both Facebook and the companies that advertise through it.
Facebook are always looking for great startups, forming
10-15 partnerships in a given year. They and Sandberg believe
partnerships are just as much about the people you with as the
technology or service they’ve developed.
And again, aligning with Sandberg’s passions, Facebook recently
announced a partnership with LinkedIn, LeanIn.org and the Anita
Borg Institute to form Circles, aimed at women studying computer
science or engineering, hoping it will assist them to choose a
technical career and continue with it.
These partnerships are beneficial to Facebook, but also
demonstrate the values that the company, and Sandberg believe
in. Through such partnerships, and as a Key Person of Influence,
Sandberg continues to drive Facebook as being one of the most
well known companies in the world.
It’s not just Sandberg making her mark as a Key Person of
Influence within Facebook. Other employees regularly contribute to
blogs, publish material, give talks are and are part of summits. The
Web Summit, ‘where the tech world meets’ is just one example.
Five Facebook employees are guest speakers at the 2015 Summit,
and these employees come from various departments within the
company, from Ad Tech, to Mobile Monetisation, to Chief Financial
Officer, to Messaging Products.
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Case ESTABLISHING A BOARD MEMBER
Studies AS A KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE
Actively being Key People of Influence, sharing their skills and
becoming more visible and valuable assets, not just within their
company but also within their industry, it’s no wonder Sandberg
and those at Facebook believe:
“Everyone on Facebook has a story. Together, we make up this
incredible community – a billion people talking, sharing, and
learning. A billion people who come together to make the world a
tiny bit smaller.”
Sheryl Sandberg
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Case ESTABLISHING AN EXPERT
Studies AS A KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE

BERNARD SALT
OF KPMG
KPMG is a leading provider of professional services including
audit, tax and advisory. Their vision is simple - to turn knowledge
into value for the benefit of their clients, people and capital
markets.15
A high-profile Partner with the global advisory firm KPMG,
Bernard Salt founded the specialist advisory business, KPMG
Demographics, and is widely regarded as one of Australia’s
leading social commentators by business, the media and the
broader community. There is no doubt he is a Key Person of
Influence within his organisation, his industry, and beyond.

AN
EXPERIENCED
AND
COMPELLING
SPEAKER

Salt founded KPMG’s Demographics group in 1998. Designed
to be a global centre of expertise within KPMG’s management
consulting practice, today Salt leads a specialist team focusing on
understanding how changing demographics affect vital consumer
and workforce issues.16
Salt is an experienced and compelling speaker. His presentations
are energetic and his material is always fact-based and filled with
insightful observations. Having had decades of experience, Salt
has refined and honed in on his pitch, and knows just how to
communicate value through his spoken word.
The mission of KPMG is to cut through complexity and Salt is
known for being able to make complex social issues relatable
and engaging in the way he presents the information and pitches
opportunities for growth.

FIVE TIME
BEST-SELLING
AUTHOR

Publish is one of the key areas in which Salt is a perfect example.
Writing two weekly columns for The Australian newspaper for more
than a decade, Salt comments on social, generational and broader
demographic matters. Salt also writes a monthly column for the
Australian Property Investor, and a quarterly column for Property
Australia.
Salt has promoted demographics through his books, columns
and media appearances throughout the last 25 years. This is
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demonstrated through his five best-selling books beginning with
The Big Shift published in 2001, through to his most recent works
Decent Obsessions and More Decent Obsessions.17

CRAFTING
INSIGHTS INTO
PRODUCTS

With such experience, it’s not surprising that Salt is fully committed
to the KPMG Demographics Products. Leading a team dedicated
to interpreting the demographic landscape from a cultural,
generational and social perspective, he delivers remarkable value
as a Key Person of Influence to those he and the Demographics
group is involved with:
“The work undertaken by KPMG’s Demographics group on the
incidence of customer hardship was ground-breaking – the
quantitative results and the insights turned my original assumption
on its head”
Paul Simshauser, Chief Economist, AGL

Salt has crafted his insights into products that are embraced
by some of the world’s largest companies and government bodies.
He and his team offer research, advice and implementation work
for large organisations. He’s developed products that lead to
better product launches, customer segmentation, customer
experience and product pricing. His products are always a step
ahead of the game.

HIGHLY
REGARDED,
AND
INFLUENTIAL

Salt is a high-profile business personality. The business community
and the general media regularly seek his views and he’s a highly
paid keynote speaker at leading conferences.
Searching him on Google provides a plethora of results from social
media, traditional media, live appearances and his awards. Actively
using Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and his website, Salt is able
to promote his work through multiple avenues. He also releases
engaging videos on YouTube that discuss trends and insights.
Thanks to his profile, he is known as an immensely credible and
valuable person within his industry and an asset to KPMG.

DEVELOPING
STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS
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Salt and KPMG understand the value of strategic partnerships
and alliances. KPMG are constantly seeking out new technology
and truly believe in innovation in their relationships and technology
solutions.18 Forming such partnerships is done with the aim of
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being at the forefront of analytics solutions and to give their clients
access to fresh thinking.19
Salt has driven partnerships between KPMG and leading
organisations in Government, real estate, retail and the media.
His involvement has ensured KPMG is at the forefront of strategic
discussions in major projects. He’s been able to use his status as
a Key Person of Influence to gain headlining sponsorship at leading
conferences and events. He’s been instrumental in opening doors
that enhance distribution, add products and branding opportunities
for KPMG.
The spirit of collaboration speeds up business outcomes, and
KPMG’s utilisation of strategic partnerships gives them competitive
advantage and an opportunity to access a broader range of
resources and expertise. It means their clients, whether those
dealing directly with Salt’s Demographics Group, or on a wider
scale, receive the best level of insight and services.

ENCOURAGING EMPLOYEES TO BECOME
KEY PEOPLE OF INFLUENCE.
Key People of Influence within corporations aren’t just CEO’s,
COO’s or Partners. Employees from every level, with strong core
skills in their profession, insights, case studies, and an attitude
that resembles the brand values are perfect choices. It is through
cultivation and development that individuals become Key People of
Influence, and they don’t have to be globally recognised names to
make a dent in their industry.
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COUTTS & CO.
Private Bank Coutts & Co. has an Investor Insights Blog, providing
views on key global economic and market issues, and analysis as
to how this impacts their investors. Various Coutts employees write
these topical, opinionated articles from Investment Strategists and
Advisors, to Managing Directors and Heads of Particular Divisions
within the company.
At the launch of the blog in February 2013, Gayle Schumacher,
Head of Investment Office at Coutts said:
“This latest addition to our investment publications allows us to
use social media to provide clients with insightful investment
commentary. It also complements our digital offering for clients
which includes Coutts Mobile and our Twitter, LinkedIn and
Facebook pages.” 20

By allowing employees to have a space where they can provide
current investment perspectives and commentary, Coutts is
actively promoting their company as one that encourages Key
People of Influence within their area of expertise. It emphasises
the human element of their business; they are not just seen as a
faceless corporation. They have employees who are publishing
their opinions and knowledge, and this establishes credibility and
trust within their current clients, and potential new investors.

Insights from Coutts Blog.
Courtesy of https://blog.
coutts.com/
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STATE STREET
State Street Global Advisors are another example of a company
supporting employees to become Key People of Influence within
their industry, particularly by raising their profile. Their TED@
StateStreet talk, involved 12 employees from all levels of the
company delivering talks at the TED-curated Programme. State
Street wanted to do something to build a culture of openness
among employees, and to inspire them to share ideas across the
organisation and their industry on a wider scale.21
Employee and graphic designer Joe Kowan, whose talk received
a standing ovation, felt that his talk “has given me a conversation
starter with people in the company who I might not have talked
to before, from executives to lower levels”.22 Building connections
between key individuals in this way has a flow on effect. It extends
beyond the internal company itself, positively raising the profile of
employees to clients, and the industry they work in.
State Street knows the value of having Key People of Influence
working in their company. Ensuring they attract intellectually curious
employees means they are more likely to pursue new ideas, and
tend to be more productive. These skills are a key element to being
a Key Person of Influnence. Further, their buzz attracts even more
talent to their company, and customers are also more likely to trust
these people because of their established credibility.

Michael Metcalfe sharing
his idea at TED@
StateStreet: printing
money to ensure we meet
our goals for global aid.
Courtesy of http://blog.
ted.com/what-happenswhen-employees-giveted-talks-a-look-attedstatestreet/
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CONCLUSIONS AND
ACTION STEPS
1 A faceless corporation is at a serious disadvantage in
2

3
4
5

today’s ultra-social world.
Organisations that develop Key People of Influence are
winning more trust, which translates into benefits such as
better talent acquisition, higher over performance, client
acquisition and retention, and strategic partnerships.
The core skills to enhance personal brand and insights
sharing are: Pitching, Publishing, Product Creation, Profile
Building, Partnering
Leading organisations are fostering Key People of
Influence at all levels of the organisation.
There are risks to developing prominent individuals who
can be a face for the brand however the benefits outweigh
the potential drawbacks.

Big organisations now need to learn from small companies, from
entrepreneurs and individuals paving the way. Big organisations
need to develop dynamic teams within their large ranks, teams
filled with people who are passionate about the work they do and
who they do it for.23 Big corporations need to learn how to care
deeply and personally. Faceless brands need to cultivate Key
People of Influence to represent them.
Never has there been more meaningful work that needs to be
done. Never has there been a better time to make a difference
on the planet. Never has there been a better time to develop Key
People of Influence within organisations.

IF YOU GET VALUE FROM THIS REPORT:
Contact our team to discuss how we can assist your organisation
to develop Key People of Influence within your organisation.
Pick up a copy of Key Person of Influence by Daniel Priestley
Benchmark your ability to influence in a business or leadership
context, and identify opportunities for leveraged growth – discover
your score at: www.keypersonofinfluence.com/scorecard
Attend one our upcoming events.
Contact info@dent.global for more information.
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THIS REPORT WAS CREATED BY
DANIEL PRIESTLEY
Daniel Priestley is the best-selling author of three books on
business and entrepreneurship. He is an experienced entrepreneur
who’s built several successful companies, raised funding, acquired
and sold businesses.
Daniel Priestley heads up a global training and development
company with offices in the UK, USA, Australia and Singapore. He
speaks around the world at leading universities and conferences.
He is also an ambassador for KPMG Enterprise in the UK.

GLEN CARLSON
Glen Carlson heads up the Key Person of Influence Growth
Accelerator for entrepreneurs in Australia. He’s worked with over
500 entrepreneurs and leaders around Australia and draws upon
his personal experience as an entrepreneur.
Glen has built companies in the UK, Asia and Australia and has
travelled extensively giving talks all over the world about business,
leadership and fast-growth.

CLARE FURLONGER
Clare Furlonger joined the team at Dent UK in 2015 and has rapidly
shown her ability to mobilise resources to produce informative
content. She’s a rising star within the organisation who draws upon
her training as a lawyer and her passion for making a difference.

Order 10 copies to circulate within your team for £89 + VAT
delivered anywhere in the UK. Get in touch at info@dent.global
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